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You are not applying to receive benefits by filling out the DD 2168.  You are applying so that you are 
officially disqualified from receiving benefits under PL 95-202.

And that means that your discharge from the actual service is complete.

It's backwards and upside down.  Anti-intuitive.  Satanic.

Think about this string of words:  "federally connected civilian military service".   

How can you be a civilian AND military at the same time?

It's a lie.  It's an impossibility.  It's an oxymoron. 

They are using a form of conscription that carries on into your civilian life if you don't object to it, 
which is why you send a letter along with the DD 2168 clearly stating your intent and your "wish"--- 
as in "the royal wishes of Her Majesty"--- to be completely discharged from all military service 
obligations including federal citizenship. Period.

Otherwise, they assume that you are now a civilian volunteer doing military service connected work 
for one or more of the branches of the military. And you never get discharged. 

Remember that I told you that a "Withholding Agent" is a Warrant Officer in the British Merchant 
Marine Service?   That's "federally connected civilian military service". 

Remember that I told you that a "Medical Doctor" (unlike a Private Physician) has to be licensed and 
pay federal taxes?  That's "federally connected civilian military service". 

Ever think about organizations like National Guard and Civil Air Patrol?  That's "federally connected 
civilian military service", too. 

Nurses, flight attendants, people who work for government subcontractors --- all presumed to be in 
"federally connected civilian military service".  

The only way you get officially discharged from all those other, additional "civilian military" duties is 
by having your actual military record examined and lodging your official request to get all the way 
out, out, out. 

I already told you that you had to send a letter to the head cheese in charge of your former branch of
service, informing them that you have returned to your birthright political status.  Turns out that this 
is the official form and protocol to accomplish what needs to be done.
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Also turns out that this whole scheme is a lot more premeditated and harmful than just checking the 
wrong box on a form. 

In addition to keeping you working for them for free, and under their thumb politically so that you 
can't access your Constitutional guarantees, this allows the rats to collect "federal income taxes" on 
earnings that aren't  "federally connected" at all and to withhold the actual veteran's benefits that 
you are owed upon severance from military duty.

Why?  Because you are never really separated from duty, never completely discharged.  They keep 
you in this limbo status, still-in-the-military-but-not, forever.  And they profit from it at your expense. 

When Trapper and Hawkeye got back from Korea they walked into a civilian hospital and were told 
that they needed to update their license as "Medical Doctors", so they did.  They spent the rest of 
their lives living in the Territorial "State of California" instead of "California" and the "Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts" instead of "Massachusetts" -- respectively.  They were charged up to 60% of their 
earnings as "federal income taxes" that they didn't owe.  And they never made it home.  

And they made all these sacrifices for "freedom". 

If that doesn't get you on your hind feet, what will?

File the form DD 2168 along with your version of the example letter clearly stating your intent to be 
totally discharged from military service obligations including presumptions of federal citizenship. 

It's fast, it's easy, it gives you a DD 214 proving that you are discharged from the actual military and 
it gives you a "Discharge Certificate" proving that you are also discharged from "civilian military 
service". 

At that point you are finally free of entanglement and set to receive all benefits owed to "returning 
American Servicemen and Servicewomen"--- including your Constitutionally guaranteed rights and 
all  perks that the rats have been welching on. 
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